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	Convertases are widely expressed activating enzymes involved in various physiological and pathological processes. This book provides detailed and updated information on the role of these molecules in cancer. It is the first to summarize current knowledge of the importance of protein precursors maturation by the convertases in tumor progression, angiogenesis and metastasis. Each chapter discusses the importance of the convertases in the activation of various cancer-related molecules including growth factors, adhesion molecules and proteases.
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Microsoft SharePoint 2013 Disaster Recovery GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn everything you need to know to design and implement a solid disaster recovery plan for SharePoint 2013


	Overview

	
		Design, implement, test, and execute solid disaster recovery plans for your SharePoint environment with this essential guide
	
		Learn outofthebox backup and restore...
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David Busch's Canon Powershot G12 Guide to Digital Photography (David Busch's Digital Photography Guides)Cengage Learning, 2011

	The Canon PowerShot G12 is the most advanced pocket-sized digital camera Canon has ever introduced, boasting 10 megapixels of resolution, blazing fast automatic focus, and more than a dozen special Scene modes that allow you to take fantastic pictures under any conditions. As the owner of the G12 you demand the ability to take outstanding...
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Microsoft Skype For Business 2016 Keyboard Shortcuts For Windows (Shortcut Matters)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	Get connected without delay.


	Skype For Business connects you with your friends, family, coworkers and many others cost effectively. The design of the program makes using mouse for it okay but it is better when combined with essential keyboard shortcuts. Skype users need keyboard shortcuts so as to use the devices well and flow in...
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Juniper MX SeriesO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Discover why routers in the Juniper MX Series, with their advanced feature sets and record breaking scale, are so popular among enterprises and network service providers. This authoritative book shows you step-by-step how to implement high-density, high-speed Layer 2 and Layer 3 Ethernet services, using Router Engine DDoS Protection,...
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Light and Heavy Vehicle Technology, Fourth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
This best-selling book provides the reader with a complete text and reference to the design, construction and operation of the many and varied components of modern motor vehicles, equipping them with the knowledge they need to deal with their servicing and repair. Covering both cars and heavier vehicles and featuring over 1000 illustrations, this...
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A Practical Guide to Azure DevOps: Learn by doing - Third EditionIndependent Publishers Group, 2020

	
		DevOps has become a major topic for developers, testers, project managers and many others involved in building software products. Microsoft has introduced Azure DevOps as their tool for implementing DevOps practices. 

	
		This book is intended to provide the reader a step-by-step, easy to follow guide...
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